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LETTER TO OUR
STAKEHOLDERS

Dear Stakeholders,

sufficient stocks in the long term that will facilitate a
more timely and rapid service, enabling us to satisfy a
greater number of customers and to attract new ones.

After the challenges of the global pandemic, 2021 saw
general market recovery, and our company grew by over
31% on 2020 – almost returning to pre-pandemic levels.
This compares to a 6.6% growth in GDP across Italy
during this period. This achievement is down to our
activities during the crisis.

We are also looking at the future of our sector. Not only
has the global economy changed, but the fashion market
is evolving. The question we ask ourselves is: where
will luxury be in the next five years? What will be the
expectations and needs of the end customer? What will
attract them?

We are very proud of this result, which confirms the
stability of the company and our strong position at a
national and international level. Our decision not to close,
and to keep investing in the continuous improvement of
our products and in the development and growth of our
employees, has paid off.

We are exploring new ways of presenting the collections –
something which has traditionally taken place in fashion
shows with a one-week window at most. Social media
will play an important role – these channels can create
an engaging and long-lasting experience, even if the
catwalk is still the most impactful moment for a brand
and its audience. Digital sales will continue to grow, but
there will be some limitations, particularly for items that
demand a physical store to be fully appreciated.

Despite these results, the future remains uncertain and
we will continue to face challenges in 2022. The scarcity
of raw materials and the increasing time needed to obtain
them is an issue, while the rising cost of gas and electricity
has become a real concern, affecting the entire industrial
sector with serious repercussions on the textile supply
chain.
However, we are doubling our efforts and investments to
maintain our market position. We have implemented a
new purchasing strategy for raw materials, guaranteeing
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In these times of unexpected economic and social
difficulties, we must not lose sight of our responsibility
to our workers, the environment and the communities in
which we operate. Our continuous investments designed
to improve processes and machinery, reduce energy
consumption and waste, and promote green mobility
and the circular economy, demonstrates Gentili Mosconi
commitment in this area now and in the years to come.

The achievement of our goals is dependent on close
collaboration with all our stakeholders, employees,
customers and suppliers. By working together, the
company and the whole world connected to it will benefit
from a more sustainable future.

Francesco Gentili
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Methodology
This Integrated Report is a comprehensive yet concise
communication demonstrating to all stakeholders how
Gentili Mosconi's strategy creates value in the short,
medium and long term. The reporting relates to 2021,
while the prospective framework refers to the threeyear period 2022-2024.
The report is based on the principles proposed by the
‘International Integrated reporting Framework’ (IR)
published by the International Integrated Reporting
Council (IIRC). The Report contains financial and
non-financial information, some of which refers to
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) and the United
Nations Sustainable Developments Goals (SDGs).
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a p p r o a c h

r e p o r t

:

• Increases clarity,

consistency, reliability, strategic
focus and future orientation;
• Connects information and capital, and accounts
for mutual interdependencies;
• Improves integrated thinking within the
organisation, and analyses the relationships
between operations and functions;
• Evaluates the reciprocal dependencies between
the many factors affecting the ability of the
company to grow sustainably.
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OUR
COMPANY
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MISSION

Weaving a culture of beauty by
integrating passion, talent and
responsibility.

Creating high fashion fabrics by placing the
customer at the centre of each new creation for
a unique and quality product.

VALUES
RESPECT
For people as a central element of our
organisation; for the great Italian and Como
textile-tailoring tradition as a cultural heritage
and inspiration for the future; and for the
environment, with the development of each
project focussing increasingly on sustainable
production and materials.

RECOGNITION
In the beauty created by the work and passion of
our people, our partners and collaborators, and
the commitment and talent needed to enhance it.
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VISION

RESILIENCE
In achieving goals under any condition, challenge
or change.
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RESPONSIBILITY
For our impact on colleagues, customers,
suppliers and the environment.
REALISM
In translating ideas, inspirations and creativity
into unique products through continuous
feedback, pragmatism, innovation, research
and development.
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The ship represented by our logo is

company, and in particular with our

the training ship of the Italian Navy

commitment to resilience. The logo,

‘Amerigo Vespucci’, with its famous

chosen by our founders, is especially

motto "Not who begins, but who

relevant as Gentili Mosconi began life

perseveres" – a phrase attributed

by supplying accessories to the Navy.

to Leonardo da Vinci. This spirit
complements the values of our

Ou r ke y w o rds a re flex ibilit y,
re spo nsive ne ss a nd e xp eriment at ion.
- FRANCESCO GENTILI -
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the bet

Francesco Gentili and Patrizia Mosconi found Gentili
Mosconi in the centre of Como, specialising in
men's and women's textile accessories – scarves, ties,
foulards – characterised by original embroidery, yarn
dyes and fil coupé, marking a departure from the
classic Larian silk prints.

R

1990

the move

The company moves from the centre of Como to its
current headquarters in Casnate con Bernate, where
it discontinues tie-making but continues to produce
scarves.

1999

S
T

the ‘ home ’ line

2005

Thanks to the entrepreneurial spirit
of Patrizia Mosconi, ‘Gentili Mosconi
Home’ was born, producing textile
products for yacht furnishings and
home interiors. Its ethos being "The high
fashion of a made-to-measure home."

O
R
Y
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2011
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the archive

The first company archive is created, collating the entire
know-how of Gentili Mosconi: a unique collection of
fabrics and designs the stylists use to develop textile
projects.

growth

Gentili Mosconi specialises in the
production of fabrics, mainly for
women's clothing.
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2012

2016

METHODOLOGY

the green turning point

Gentili Mosconi opens a new
1,750-square-metre ‘green’
warehouse with reduced
environmental impact, the
first of its kind in the Como
area.
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" emme "
The company acquires the
‘Emme’ printing house.

elle . a . ci . ti

The brand acquires a minority shareholding of Elle.A.Ci.Ti – a
textile chemical analysis laboratory founded in 2015 and accredited
by Accredia UNI CEI EN ISO / ISO 17025 – in order to assess
the compliance and performance requirements of raw materials,
intermediate and finished products, thereby guaranteeing their
quality and sustainability.

the new showroom

2017
2019

OUR COMPANY

Gentili Mosconi ‘Home’ opens its headquarters
in a prestigious ancient furnace building from
the 1800s.

new york

Gentili Mosconi opens its
US headquarters in New
York.
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Textile
creations
Gentili Mosconi creates and produces original designs
and printed fabrics with jacquard, yarn-dyed and other
special processes for major national and international
fashion brands.
The company meets the needs of customers starting
from the first creative idea through to the creation of
the fabric, or in the case of accessories, the finished
product.
To protect the exclusivity of products and processing
techniques, the company chooses not to participate
in fashion shows and instead presents these following
collections every season.

10
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HIGH FASHION
Inherently precious fabrics are enriched by mixed
processing techniques, such as overlapping prints on
jacquard or hand-painted designs.

also used such as cashmere, cotton, wool, linen and
blends. Gentili Mosconi is committed to developing
new materials and production solutions with a lower
environmental impact.

PRET A PORTER
Innovative and original fabrics for women and men –
the hallmark of the company.

To reduce waste and support a circular economy, the
company partners with its customers to manufacture
creative new products from fabric cuttings or existing
textiles that would otherwise have been destined to
waste.

ACCESSORIES
Scarves, foulards and shawls are the company’s iconic
products, each made with luxurious materials and
finished with unique details.
HOME COLLECTION
Patterns and plaids for the bedroom and bathroom;
and table settings for the dining room, garden and
yacht.
The collections are mainly produced in natural silk,
a tradition of the Como area, but other fibres are

The company has also partnered with Progetto Quid,
which creates collections from the recovery of fabric
waste by employing women with social and work
integration difficulties. Together we have launched the
‘Never Ending’ initiative to give new life to the waste
generated by our activities.

https://www.progettoquid.com/upcycling/
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It is better to make
a mistake by moving
than to succumb by
staying still.
-
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GOVERNANCE
The company adheres to a strict corporate governance system. The management
body of the company is the Board of Directors, which is responsible for examining
and approving the guidelines for operating activities, including:
• Organisational proposals for corporate governance;
• Deciding on investment policies;
• Strategies related to sustainability and human resources management;
• The power to decide results and budget allocation for all extraordinary
operations.
The Board of Statutory Auditors is the supervisory body pursuant to the law, the
bylaws and the principles of proper administration, while a third-party audit firm is
in charge of the company’s statutory audit.

SH A R E H O LDE RS

AUDI TI NG F I RM
I .C .R. S .R.L .

SU P E R V I S O R Y
BOARD

BO A R D O F D I R EC T OR S

12
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ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

FRANCESCO
GENTILI

PATRIZIA MOSCONI

EMME

HOME
SECRETARIAT & GENERAL

ORGANISATIONAL

SERVICES

DEVELOPMENT

IT

HR
ADMINISTRATION

SUSTAINABILITY

CREATIVITY
& PRODUCT
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FINANCE & CONTROL

PRODUCTION LOGISTICS &
SALES

QUALITY CONTROL
FINISHED PRODUCTS

PURCHASES FABRICS &
PACKAGING

PRODUCTION LOGISTICS &
QUALITY CONTROL
SEMI-FINISHED
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GENTILI MOSCONI ‘HOME’ CREATES AND
PRODUCES FURNISHING FABRICS AND
ACCESSORIES FOR:

• The nautical sector and its most prestigious
shipyards;
• Individuals passionate about luxury and the
excellence of 'Made in Italy';
• Boutique hotels and resorts.

I b e lie ve in e xce lle nce , I ta ke
ca re of e ve ry de ta il a nd I lo ve
th e f a b rics a nd th e te xtile
cu ltu re of ou r re gion. G e ntili
Mosconi H ome line wa s b orn
f rom th is pa ssion – a te xtile
f u rnitu re division th a t crea tes
u niq u e , e xclu sive a nd ta ilor ma de produ cts, de signed with
sa rtoria l ca re .

GENTILI MOSCONI “HOME”
‘Home’, Gentili Mosconi's high-end line for
home and boating, was launched in 2005 thanks
to the resourcefulness of Patrizia Mosconi and
her passion for style and design. The division is
managed directly by Patrizia Mosconi and her
team.

- PATRIZIA MOSCONI -

https://www.gentilimosconihome.com/
14
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The ‘Home’ division shares the group's strategy in terms
of sustainable growth, while respecting people and the
environment, and is constantly engaged in the search for:
• Eco-sustainable, certified and 'Made in Italy'
materials;
• Less polluting production processes;
• More sustainable packaging that combines
durability with quality.
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GENTILI MOSCONI “HOME”
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men

27

€ 39.97 mln
revenues

3

certifications :

GOTS - GRS - FSC

BCI
Access to the BCI
platform

6%

certified raw
materials

96

69

number of
employees

4

offices :

3 in Casnate con
Bernate; 1 in Como

2

offices
out of 4
powered by
photovoltaic
systems

28%

48

72%

16

women

years

average age

new hires

664,5

hours of training

1

system for chemical
management

1

geothermal plant
DATA 31/12/2021
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270

clients

31%
GB

6%
E XT RA E U

57%
EU

6%
USA
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MATERIALITY ANALYSIS

Our
stakeholders

This figure shows each topic’s relevance to the company
on the horizontal axis, with the vertical axis showing
the relevance of the same issues to the stakeholders
involved in the process. This analysis allowed us to
identify the material issues which should be regarded as
priorities in the medium to long term.

In 2020, the company’s stakeholders were involved in
the development of its materiality matrix. Table 1 in
the appendix shows the topics submitted to the vote.

People development
Quality and innovation
Supply chain management
Raw material
Ethics and reputation
Circular economy
Natural resources

Stakeholder relations

Health and safety
Industry standards

STAK EHOLDER S R ELEVANCE

In developing its sustainability strategy, the
company has developed a comprehensive
process of consultation with its key
stakeholders. This encompasses five
categories: financial capital providers,
employees, customers, the local community,
and suppliers of raw materials and semifinished products.

REFERENCES & APPENDIX

Social impact

Generational
change

Economic growth

Know-how and creativity

Corporate governance
Consumer preferences

COM PA NY REL EVA NCE

MATERIAL
ISSUES
Economic growth
The ability to manage economic growth
Quality and innovation
The ability to sustain / improve the
quality of product and service-offering
to the customer

18
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Raw material
Commitment to purchase raw materials
that comply with environmental and social
sustainability criteria

Supply chain management
Development of relationships with
suppliers to create shared value
throughout the supply chain

People development
Employees’ development and
well-being
and the ability to attract talent

Natural resources
Attention to environmental impacts and the
conservation of productive inputs

Stakeholder relations
Development of collaborative relationships
with stakeholders

Corporate governance
Adoption of efficient company
governance tools

Circular economy
Development of products and solutions in
line with the principles of circular economy

Ethics and reputation
Reinforcing the company’s ethical values 
and codes of conduct both internally and
externally
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UNITED NATIONS (UN) SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS

The UN’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development includes 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).4
As explained by the Stockholm Resilience Centre,5 the SDGs highlight the
connection between a functioning biosphere (land, sea, climate) and a healthy
society (reduction of hunger or poverty, sustainable communities, peace and
justice, clean energy, gender equality, and good health and education). Without
one it is difficult to have the other, and without both it is impossible to create a
sustainable economy. At the heart of all these systems is the need for partnerships
and relationships between various stakeholders.

ECONOMY

SOCIETY

In developing its sustainability strategy, Gentili Mosconi will contribute to the
objectives of the United Nations, by aligning its priorities with the SDGs where it
is able to make the most significant impact.
OUR PRIORITIES

BIOSFERE

The SDG Wedding Cake Model Stockholm Resilience Centre, 2016

19
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BUSINESS
MODEL

GENTILI MOSCONI'S ABILITY TO CREATE VALUE OVER
TIME IS REALISED THROUGH THE TRANSFORMATION OF
ITS AVAILABLE CAPITALS TO DRIVE POSITIVE IMPACT
FOR THE COMPANY AND ITS STAKEHOLDERS.
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External
context
Gentili Mosconi's products mainly target the high
fashion and luxury end of the market. Sustainability,
along with social and environmental impact, is a
high priority for these consumers, with responsible
consumption becoming an increasing focus.
The fashion industry plays an important role in our
global economy, employing more than 75 million
people worldwide and valued at over $2.5 trillion.6
The industry has seen exponential growth in the
last ten years, mainly due to an increasing number
of brands, designers and the so-called "fast fashion"
culture. The consumer base has also grown due to the
economic development of many new markets. The
environmental consequences of this continued growth
are significant.
In 2018, the fashion and textiles sector emitted 2.1
billion tons of greenhouse gases, accounting for
around 4% of emissions on a global scale.7 This is the
same volume of greenhouse gases as those produced
annually by France, Germany and the United
Kingdom combined.8 Without action, this figure

21
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is expected to increase, and the industry will fail to
achieve the goals set by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) and ratified in the 2015 Paris
Agreement.9

THE CAPITALS
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A TRUCK’S WORTH OF CLOTHING IS
INCINERATED OR DUMPED EVERY
SECOND AROUND THE WORLD.

Each year, the industry uses about 93 billion cubic
metres of water10 – enough to meet the annual needs of
five million people – and is responsible for about 20%
of all industrial wastewater pollution in the world.11
Meanwhile, about 60% of the materials used are made
from synthetic fibres such as polyester and nylon,12
contributing to the 500,000 tons of microplastics
released into the oceans each year from washing clothes
– the equivalent of 50 billion plastic bottles.11
Fashion also has a human cost. Many textile workers –
predominantly women in developing countries – often
work for derisory wages in appalling conditions which
can seriously impact their health.
Despite growing interest in more sustainable products,
data shows that consumers still buy more clothing
than necessary, much of which is thrown away after a
short period of use. After recovery, some items become
second-hand garments, while those that are no longer
usable are often shipped to African countries, where
the disposal of textile waste is becoming an emergency
that is difficult to resolve.13

As the conversation around climate change evolves,
consumers, businesses and governments find
themselves looking for more sustainable solutions. For
luxury brands, it is no longer enough for products and
services to meet consumer's desire and aspirations with
craftsmanship and exclusivity.14 Buyers now expect
companies to demonstrate an environmental and social
commitment, and are often willing to pay more for
brands with values in line with their own. This trend is
expected to be reinforced by future generations.

LETTER TO OUR STAKEHOLDERS
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REUSE | REPAIR | RECYCLE
As a result of these drivers – and renewed calls to action
from governments around the world – we are seeing
a gradual shift away from traditional consumption
patterns towards a more circular economy, where
garments are made with durability in mind and can be
reused, repaired or recycled. It is slow progress but it is
happening, and is already clearly outlined by the new
European strategy for textiles.
FAST FASHION IS OUT OF FASHION
The European Commission recently presented a package
of proposals to help the fashion industry become more
sustainable, and to promote circular economy models.

OUR COMPANY

Transitioning the sector towards a circular business
model will be fundamental to mitigating negative
impact on the environment, and this will require
transparency, collaboration and innovation along the
entire production chain.
Gentili Mosconi recognises the industry has a precious
opportunity to demonstrate how creativity and
determination can contribute to responsible fashion
and is committed to this path.
THE PRIORITIES OF FASHION
IN TERMS OF SOCIAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
ACCORDING TO THE GLOBAL
F A S H I O N A G E N D A 16

The proposal stipulates that by 2030 textile products
placed on the EU market will be both durable and
recyclable, largely made of recycled fibres, free of
hazardous substances and produced in compliance with
social and environmental rights.

RESPECTFUL AND SECURE
WORK ENVIRONMENTS

Consumers will benefit from long-lasting, high quality
items at affordable prices. ‘Reuse and repair’ will be
encouraged, and should be cost-effective for all. Fast
fashion is set to become unfashionable.
In this context, producers must take responsibility
for their products along the value chain, even when
they become waste, in order to foster a circular textile
ecosystem.15

FIBRE-TO-FIBRE
RECYCLING
22

WASTE
FABRICS
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BETTER WAGE SYSTEMS
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• Guarantee a safe and ethical working environment in
respect of human rights along the entire production
chain;
• Ensure a fair pay system;
• Optimise the use of resources in all stages of
production and facilitate the transition to renewable
energy sources;
• Promote the circular economy through the use of
recycled fabrics and fibres, more ecological transport
and packaging systems, and reducing waste;
• Reduce the harmful effect of the fibres already used
and develop more sustainable fibres on a large scale
for future use.

C O L L A B O R A T I O N will be essential for achieving
these common goals, as well as encouraging more
sustainable behaviour in consumers, promoting the
reuse of clothing and materials, and reducing waste.
Finally, governments and financial institutions will have
an important role to play in incentivising companies to
follow more sustainable practices.

CIRCULAR SYSTEMS

H2O

REFERENCES & APPENDIX

EFFICIENT USE OF
RESOURCES

SMART MATERIAL CHOICES

https://www2.globalfashionagenda.com
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RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

MAIN RISKS IDENTIFIED

Companies are becoming increasingly aware of the
risks associated with the global economy. Dependence
on energy resources and non-renewable raw materials,
exposure to an increasingly international clientele and
a strong dependence on new communication channels
must all be carefully managed to avoid compromising
growth plans. Furthermore, companies must seize new
business opportunities linked to sustainability and
must be agile enough to adapt their business models to
the needs of the global market.

• Shortage of raw materials or rising prices due to
environmental, health, political and social events
on a global scale;
• Increase in production and transport costs;
• Growing pressure on pricing;
• Inability to respond effectively to increasingly
detailed requests relating to safety, sustainability
and transparency of the supply chain.
• Limited awareness of suppliers on the
importance of sustainability issues;
• Reputational damage linked to accidents along
the supply chain.

Gentili Mosconi pays great attention to risk
management and the evaluation of opportunities
that the company could seize in the medium and
long term. Corporate strategic priorities have been
defined in order to minimise these risks and maximise
opportunities.

23
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POSSIBLE INITIATIVES TO
MINIMISE RISKS AND MAXIMISE
OPPORTUNITIES
• Increase the use of newly certified and recycled
fabrics and fibres;
• Improve production systems to cope with the
rise in energy and raw materials prices, favouring
renewable energy sources, new machinery and
recycled fibres;
• Optimise shipments to reduce transport and
packaging costs;
• Continue to improve the selection of suppliers
in order to ensure transparency and traceability
throughout the supply chain linked to every
product;
• Develop greater awareness of sustainability
throughout the supply chain;
• Improve the system for data collection and
measurement of performances linked to
sustainability;
• Evaluate systematic approaches to employee
wellbeing and the development of skills;
• Be recognised as an ethical supplier (by customers),
partner (by government, institutions and suppliers)
and employer (by current and future employees).
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE:

RECOVERY FROM THE PANDEMIC
AND THE INTERNATIONAL
COMMITMENT TO COMBAT
CLIMATE CHANGE

To reco v e r f ro m th e
pandemic, w e mu st tran sf or m
our econ omie s
The last two years have put a strain on the global
economy, highlighting the need for public institutions
and private companies to make a fresh start by
promoting the sustainability of individual European
economies, and making them more resilient to changes
and crises.
These are the objectives of the 750-billion-euro Next
Generation EU (NGEU) recovery plan – of which 222
billion has been allocated to Italy – to repair the damage
caused by the pandemic and build a better future for
the next generations.
The main component of the NGEU programme is
the six-year ‘recovery and resilience facility’ (RRF),
which runs until 2026 and is worth a total of 672.5
billion euros. NGEU aims to finance the transition of
economies to a greener production and consumption
model through digitalisation, in line with the objectives
of the 2021-2021 EU budget.17
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Priorities of the plan include:18
1. T H E G R E E N T R A N S I T I O N : putting into

practice measures to fight climate change;
2. T H E D I G I T A L T R A N S I T I O N : increasing the

areas reached by good internet connection and
investing in citizens' digital knowledge;
3. M A C R O E C O N O M I C S T A B I L I T Y : investing
in young people, creating job and education
opportunities;
4. F A I R N E S S : promoting actions and measures
aimed at combating all forms of hatred and
promoting initiatives for gender equality and
tolerance for the LGBTQI + community.
COMPETITIVE SUSTAINABILITY &
RESILIENCE: TWO SIDES OF THE
SAME COIN
The mechanism for recovery and resilience has its
roots in the European Green Deal, which promotes
the transition to a sustainable and inclusive economic
model, made possible by wider adoption of digital
and clean technologies to counter global warming and
climate change.
The Green Deal20, or European Green Pact, is a set of
political initiatives proposed at the end of 2019 by the
European Commission to improve the wellbeing of
people, and to protect the natural habitat for the good
of citizens, the planet and the economy.

Whatch the video “The European
Green Deal – A commitment to
future generations”
https://audiovisual.ec.europa.eu/en/video/I-199819?lg=EN

In support of the Green Deal, the European Climate
Law, which came into force in July 2021, transforms the
objective of climate neutrality in the Union by 2050
into law, and sets an intermediate goal of reducing net
emissions by 55% against 1990 levels, by 2030.20
THE NATIONAL RECOVERY &
RESILIENCE PLAN (NRRP)
At a national level,21 the National Recovery and
Resilience Plan (NRRP) is part of the NGEU
programme. The NRRP is developed around the three
strategic aims shared at European level: digitalisation
and innovation, ecological transition, and social
inclusion. This is an intervention that intends to repair
the economic and social damage of the pandemic, help
solve the structural weaknesses of the Italian economy,
and guide the country on a path of ecological and
environmental transition.22
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COP26
The NRRP will make a substantial contribution to
reducing territorial, generational and gender gaps,
FOCUSED ON SIX KEY AREAS:

1

D I GI TA L TRA N S F OR M AT ION , IN N OVAT ION ,
COMPETI TI VEN E S S & CU LT U R E

2

GREEN TRA NSIT ION

3

I NFRASTRU CTU R E FOR S U S TAIN ABL E M OBIL IT Y

4

RESEA RCH & E DU CAT ION

5

I NCLU SI ON & COH E S ION

6

HEA LTH & W EL L BE IN G

Gentili Mosconi is committed to follow the path set out
by the European Union with the Green Deal and EU
climate law, the National Recovery Plan and the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals.
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COP (Conference of Parties) is the meeting of
countries that have ratified the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC). Every five years, the countries meet to
review national emission reduction plans and limit the
rise in temperature on a global scale.
At COP26, held in Glasgow in November 2021, the
targets of zero net emissions globally by 2050, and a
limit on the maximum rise in temperatures of +1.5 ° C
by 2030, were reiterated as a necessity.
To achieve these ambitious goals, each country will
have to:
•
•
•
•

Accelerate replacement of fossil energy;
Reduce the rate of deforestation;
Accelerate the transition to electric vehicles;
Encourage investment in renewables.

Other areas addressed at COP26 as priorities included:
• S A F E G U A R D I N G communities and natural
habitats - by working together to enable countries
affected by climate change to protect and restore
the most affected ecosystems;
• M O B I L I S I N G F U N D I N G - developed countries
and financial institutions must keep their promise
to allocate funds to mitigate the effects of climate
change;
• C O L L A B O R A T I O N - the challenge of the climate
crisis can only be overcome with close collaboration
between all parties involved.

Even if the goal of restricting the global temperature
threshold to +1.5 ° C by 2030 seems distant, there have
been positive developments. For example, phasing out
of fossil fuels was discussed at COP for the first time,
along with the need to reduce their use. Additionally,
the countries renewed the promise made over 10 years
ago to allocate a $500 billion fund for developing
countries, to be paid over five years, for projects that
lead to the reduction of emissions and to minimise the
damages due to climate change.

Watch the speech by President Mario
Draghi
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfNo3YJZEcc
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FROM THE DIGITAL WORLD TO THE METAVERSE
To continue competing in an increasingly global
market, companies are heading towards digitalisation,
and fashion is no exception.
The development of the Metaverse seems to give new
perspectives to an industry that constantly seeks
original opportunities to engage with its customers. The
pandemic has only accelerated this process.
The first Metaverse Fashion Week – held from March
2022 in the virtual universe of Decentraland23, and
attended by major names such as Dolce & Gabbana and
Etro – was positively received and revealed a number
of opportunities for the potential of virtual fashion,

and its ability to create a more immersive customer
experience.

INNOVATIVE MATERIALS

While Gentili Mosconi does not believe the
experience of the metaverse compares to the sensory
experience of touching a fabric, or wearing an
item of clothing, the opportunity this new digital
expression represents to the brand should not be
underestimated.

Focus on sustainability has prompted the search for
new materials, often derived from the plant world,
or from reused waste transformed into raw materials
for new collections.
The world of new materials is constantly evolving,
but often these are materials that are difficult to
reproduce on an industrial scale and that do not
guarantee the technical performance required by the
specifications of the brands.
Gentili Mosconi believes that it is necessary to invest
in innovation and is developing studies on new
renewable and biodegradable materials obtained
from the polymerization of polylactic acid obtained
from the fermentation of vegetable raw materials.
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The value creation process
VALUES

Collaboration and trust along
the supply chain
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OUTPUT
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Collections
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Building sites, production
machines, library and
archive, EMME

Creative advisory

Production
Development of new
fabrics

Quality control

Customer management
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Employee creativity and
skills

Economic development Circular economy
Natural resources

Archive, code of conduct,
certifications

Supply chain

Raw materials
Human capital

Quality and innovation
Governance

Stakeholder relationships
Ethics and reputation

Recogn
i
t
i
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MATERIAL ISSUES

Textile finishing

OUTCOMES
Sustainable growth
Distributed economic value

Performance and adaptability
of the company's assets to
satisfy clients' needs, and
develop unique and high
quality products

Maintaining and building
a relationship of trust
with internal and external
stakeholders
To be recognised as the partner
of choice for the creation of
unique fabrics from a creative
and quality perspective

Health, safety and wellbeing
People development

Resources used in
production and sales
Product certifications
CO2 emissions

Re s p o n s i b il i t y

Raw materials and
production inputs
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Reduction of energy
consumption, emissions and
waste
Selection of suppliers based on
ESG criteria
Adhering to the code of ethics

CAPITALS

Financial Manufacturing Relational Human Intellectual Environmental
27
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STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

Financial

Economic
development

Sustainable management of economic growth

Human

Employees and
collaborators

Manufacturing

Supply chain

Development of relationships that create shared value along the entire
supply chain

Raw materials

Commitment to procurement of raw materials that comply with
environmental and social sustainability criteria

Natural resources

Attention to the reduction of environmental impact and to the
conservation of production inputs

Circular economy

Development of process and product solutions in line with the principles
of circular economy

Stakeholder relationships

Development of collaborative relationships with stakeholders

Ethics and reputation

Strengthening of corporate ethical values and codes of conduct, both
internally and externally

Quality and innovation

Support improvement in the quality of products and services offered to
the customer

Governance

Adoption of efficient company governance tools

Environmental

Relational

Intellectual
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The strategic priorities of Gentili Mosconi are organised by capitals, material issues and the
SDGs to which the company can positively contribute.

MATERIAL ISSUES

CAPITALS

28

OUR COMPANY

Development of employee skills and attention to their well-being
Ability to create a healthy and stimulating work environment and to
attract external talent

SDG
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THE
CAPITALS
Financial Capital
Human Capital
Manufacturing Capital
Intellectual Capital
Relational Capital
Environmental Capital
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STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

OBJECTIVES

Economic
development

Sustainable management of
economic growth

• Profitability monitoring
• Financial balance
• Evaluation of development opportunities through
extraordinary transactions

O P E R AT I N G COST S

WITH A POS ITIV E IMPACT ON THE LOCAL ECON OMY
AN D EN V IRON MEN T, WHILE REDU CIN G EMIS S ION S
RELATED TO THE TRAN S PORT OF GOODS .

€

R E VE N U ES ( + 3 1 .4 4 % C O M PA R ED T O

37,195,249

2 02 0)

EB I T D A

VALU E AN D ECON OMIC S U PPORT IN THE AREA,

2.53%

G EN E R AT E D EC O N O M I C VA L U E :

€ 4,172,169

LOCAL S U PPLIERS , GEN TILI MOS CON I DIS TRIBU TES

66% of operating costs are attributable
to suppliers in the province of Como

€ 39,978,401

E CONOM IC VALUE
DIST RIBUT E D

0%

PAY M EN T S TO
F I N A N C I A L I NST IT UT IONS
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BY PAY IN G LOCAL EMPLOY EES AN D WORKIN G WITH

To ensure sustainable economic growth, the company is committed
to maintaining financial profitability through:
• the detailed costs analysis at individual product level, to reduce
defects and consequent waste;
• continuous monitoring of financial flows and potential
opportunities for expansion in the market.

82.15%
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PAY M E NT S T O T HE PUBLIC
ADM INIST RAT ION

15.53%

SALARIE S AND E M PLOY E E S
BE NE FIT S

0.11%

INV E ST M E NT S IN T HE COM M UNIT Y *
(+8 4% COM PARE D T O 2 0 2 0 )

* including charities and support
of the local area
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The year was marked by a significant recovery in
revenue, up 31.44% in comparison to 2020, which almost
brings the company back to pre-pandemic levels. This
is well above the average growth recorded by local
companies operating in our market segment.
Growth in revenue was matched by a marked increase in
profitability, and further consolidation of a net financial
position, despite the absorption of financial resources
to support the raw material purchase policy. This was
necessary to overcome the uncertainty over availability
of materials to guarantee product delivery times, even
in the long term and had led to a significant increase in
inventories.
The company has continued to invest in research and
development of new production processes and products
– both from the technical and aesthetic perspective –
working in close collaboration with its suppliers, with
the aim of constantly improving quality and expanding
its offer to customers.

OUR COMPANY

REFERENCES & APPENDIX

The prices of raw materials in the textile supply chain
increased significantly in 2021, with August prices up 35.2%
on the same month of 2020 (data from the Synthetic Index of
the Italian Fashion System). This increase affects numerous
chemicals used in manufacturing.
The rise in prices can be attributed to a number of factors,
including: an increase in general demand after the pause in
production imposed by the pandemic; the origin of many raw
materials from countries that have not yet reached the preCOVID-19 production rates; and the cost of transport and
customs clearance of goods, which in some cases have even
quadrupled.
Additionally, the recent conflict in Ukraine has brought
significant consequences, not only from a humanitarian and
social standpoint, but also from an economic perspective,
further contributing to the tightening of global financial
conditions.

Cotton
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ENERGY AND RAW MATERIALS
PRICE INCREASE

+31.2%
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+42%
Wool

+51.6%

Synthetic fibres

+19.3%

Artificial fibres

+ 30%

Raw silk
(in the Como square)
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Employees
and collaborators

• Development of employee skills
and attention to their well-being
• Ability to create a healthy and
stimulating work environment and
to attract external talent

THE CAPITALS
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OBJECTIVES

• Development of technical-production and
personal skills
• Attention to the well-being of employees
• Consideration to climate, environment and
working methods

Gentili Mosconi aims to provide a stimulating and
healthy working environment for its current and future
employees, fostering skills development and employee
health and well-being.

96
T OTAL NUM BE R OF
E M PLOY E E S

GENT IL I MOSC ONI' S C ODE OF ET H IC S GUAR ANT EES EQ UAL
OP P OR T UNIT Y AC C ESS T O EMP LOYMENT AND ST IP UL AT ES
T H AT NO FOR M OF DISC R IMINAT ION IS T OL ER AT ED.

72%
O F EM P LO Y E ES A R E F E M A L E

99%
O F E M P LO Y EE S H AVE A
P E R M A N E N T C O N T R AC T
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1%

16

O F E M P LO Y EE S A R E F O R E I G N
N AT I O N A L S

N EW H I R E S , W H I L E 1 3 P EO P LE
L EF T T H E C O M PA N Y

27

69

MEN

WOM E N

49.88

47.33

AV E RAG E AG E

AV E RAG E AG E

MEN

WOM E N

1

95

FIXE D T E RM

PE RM ANE NT

CONT RACT

CONT RACT

*DATA 31/12/2021
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SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT

DEVELOPING A CULTURE OF
SUSTAINABILITY

In 2021, 664.5 hours were dedicated to employee
training:

In terms of sustainability, around 40 employees have
been trained in the management of chemicals along
the supply chain and in finished products. The training
included the impacts that the chemicals, used in
production, have on the environment, the analysis
of the protocols applied internally, and the chemical
management report drawn up each year.

123 HOURS

of professional training and
photographic post-production skills with
Photoshop, delivered to five people within the style
workshop;

376 HOURS

of mandatory safety training (in
line with Decreto Legislativo 81/08);

165.5 hours of training on governance and
sustainability;
Defibrillator training was also provided to the
employees assigned to use them.

>10,000 EUROS

was spent on training courses.

The company’s chemical and sustainability manager
participated in the mandatory two-year refresher
course for the chemical manager qualification,
organised by ZDHC, and obtained the CAS (Course
of Advanced Studies) certificate on sustainability
from the Professional University School of Italian
Switzerland, funded by the Chamber of Commerce
Como-Lecco as part of the Smart project.26
Meetings and discussions on sustainability were
organised with Silvia Gambi of Solomodasostenibile.
This course, dedicated to purchasing, style and product
offices, was based on themes selected by the employees
themselves, including the sustainability of materials,
new textile materials and supply chain management.
The company's sustainability office continuously
participates in sustainability events and webinars
organised by consulting firms and brands.
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In 2020 Gentili Mosconi started a
transformation process to improve internal
and external communication on sustainability,
including producing its first integrated report
and a new website. These are just some of the
investments that the company has made to
better communicate its culture and commitment
to contributing to a more sustainable fashion
market.
Following the publication of the integrated
report and website launch, the company
invited employees, customers and suppliers to
participate in a survey on the report content.

84

employees participated in the survey.

75%

of employees answered all questions on their
knowledge of the report correctly, proving that
most of them had read and understood the
contents of the report.
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SOCIAL LABOUR POLICY
procedures and behavioural methods that are open
and respectful of these rights (freedom of association
and the right to collective bargaining, fair
remuneration, respect for working hours including
rest and holidays, health and safety protection);

The company's investment in training new generations
represents an important commitment to continuity
and encourages the exchange of different experiences
for mutual benefit.

Gentili Mosconi has recently further developed and
made public its social labour policy, which details the
essential principles adhered to in regulating working
relationships with employees and suppliers.

Gentili Mosconi provides internships for young
people through the Cometa Foundation,28 which offers
school support and professional training and high
school and post-diploma activities. Cometa has also
developed work placement projects for people with
disabilities, for example with the ‘For & From’ clothing
store in Como, in collaboration with Inditex, and the
Anagramma Bar in Cernobbio.

The company promotes fair and transparent
management of human capital – employees, suppliers
and external collaborators – aligning to the regulations
of Ethical, Social and Environmental Responsibility
enshrined in the international conventions and
recommendations: ILO (International Labour
Organisation) and ETI (the Ethical Trading Initiative).

Gentili Mosconi collaborates with students of the
Academy of Costume and Fashion,29 and with the
University of Milan, supporting undergraduates in their
thesis projects by providing fabrics for workshops or
study courses, and sponsoring events or competitions.

THE ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLES ADHERED
TO INCLUDE:

• Promotion and improvement of the health and
safety conditions, and physical and mental wellbeing
of staff, through the provision of healthy and
comfortable work environments;

• Application of legislation most favourable to the
worker, in the event that national laws or other
local laws in force on the subject of work and
prevailing sector standards govern the same matter;

• Compliance with national and international laws
in support of the protection and safeguarding of
children, Gentili Mosconi does not employ minors
nor does it allow the use of child labor;

• Rejection of practices that violate human rights
in general (according to United Nations Guiding
Principles on Business and Human Rights)
and those of the worker, in particular (such as
disciplinary procedures that include corporal
punishment and / or mental or physical coercion,
child labour, forced labour, discrimination in
the workplace, and bribery) and the adoption of

• All actions, operations and transactions related to
Gentili Mosconi must be undertaken and pursued
in full compliance with legality, impartiality and
the principles of fair competition; they must be
managed with the highest ethical standards, must be
inspired by completeness and transparency, must be
supported by documentary evidence, and must be
capable of being subjected to checks and controls;

During 2021, eight internships were in place.

7

curricular programmes were run, aimed at
deepening academic study.

1

extracurricular activity focused on the
world of work.

Among the interns supported by the company, two
were hired on a permanent basis.
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• Removal of discriminatory practices and unequal
treatment (in recruitment, in pay, in access to
training, in career promotion) based on race,
nationality, religion, disability, gender, sexual
preference, union membership or political
affiliation;
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• Relations with authorities must be based on
maximum transparency and collaboration in full
compliance with their institutional functions, and
subject to periodic monitoring and continuous
improvement.
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IMPROVING TOGETHER
The company has a defined procedure setting out the
ways in which staff can make reports, suggestions and
complaints to the employer, anonymously if preferred,
and the company's responsibility in managing such
communications.

WORKPLACES THAT PROMOTE
HEALTH AND WELLBEING
GENTILI MOSCONI REQUIRES
ITS MAIN SUPPLIERS TO
SIGN A COMMITMENT TO
COMPLY WITH THE SOCIAL
REQUIREMENTS OF THE
WORK PROVIDED BY
T H E I L O . 30
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Gentili Mosconi has joined the Workplace Health
Promotion programme (WHP) of the Lombardy
Region,31 which promotes and encourages the adoption
of healthier lifestyles in the workplace to prevent the
onset of illness and disease.
By joining the program, the company commits to:
• Encouraging the competent and conscious adoption
of healthy eating behaviours and an active lifestyle;
• Creating a smoke-free environment and supporting
smoking cessation;
• Providing resources to deal with addiction, such as
drugs and gambling;
• Promoting work-life balance;
• Promoting activities aimed at the inclusion of
employees with chronic illnesses and / or with
physical and mental disabilities.

Employees are able to choose topics of greatest interest
to them through a questionnaire. The three-year
programme is available to all employees of Gentili
Mosconi and the EMME printing house, with the six
themes developed and supported byATS (Health
Protection Agency) INSUBRIA. If the company
completes the programme effectively, ATS INSUBRIA
will issue a certificate confirming its commitment to a
healthy workplace.
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COVID-19 PREVENTION
AND SCREENING
From January to June 2021, the rapid swab campaign –
launched in 2020 – remained active through a mobile
clinic service. Due to the worsening of the pandemic,
a new prevention campaign began at the end of 2021
in the same way. COVID-19 protocols have also been
updated in accordance with provisions of the law.

TAX ASSISTANCE FOR
EMPLOYEES
Gentili Mosconi has launched, in agreement
with a local association, a tax assistance service
at a subsidised cost for procedures relating to tax
returns and the single check.
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OBJECTIVES

Supply chain

Development of relationships
that create shared value along the
entire supply chain

• Alignment of the supply chain on the
corporate strategy

The material issue relating to manufacturing capital is
supply chain management and developing relationships
that create shared value.

Business as usual, working
according to usual practices,
is not a viable path in the
long term, both for the
profitability of the sector
and for the effects on the
environment.
-WORLD WIDE FUND FOR NATURE (WWF)-
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MATERIAL ISSUES

The company is committed to implementing initiatives
to align the supply chain with corporate strategy,
optimising processes, ensuring quality standards, and
reducing environmental impact, defects and waste.
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EMME

OUR COMPANY

41%
45%

8%

Self declaration
Level 1 MRSL ZDHC v.2.0,
Level 3 MRSL ZDHC v2.0,

The facility is equipped with a wastewater treatment plant,
so that water is treated before entering the public network,
ensuring compliance with the legal requirements for
industrial water discharge and the voluntary requirements
of the ZDHC Road Map to Zero35 programme to which
EMME adheres. Twice a year the company performs
wastewater control tests, subsequently published on the
ZDHC GATEWAY36 portal, to verify its alignment with the
standards set by the programme.

Doubt
WASTE WATER

100% of the production is subjected to evaluation
of chemical substances, according to the ZDHC
methodology and 45% of chemicals are Level 3 MRSL
v. 2.0

The 4sustainability report by EMME is available
at https://www.4sustainability.it/4sustainability-e-report-stamperia-emme/
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6%

In 2021, EMME purchased a second double-sided
printing machine, allowing different designs to be
printed on each side of the fabric. Its new steaming
and washing facilities, with better water consumption
performance, entered full capacity in 2021.
EMME is SERICO32 and GOTS33 certified for the
printing of certified organic fabrics. It also applies the
4sustainability chemical management system and has
recently achieved the Advanced level.

THE CAPITALS

CHEMICAL INVENTORY

EMME is a third party printing company specialising
in the printing of high quality fabrics developed with
experience, tradition and technological innovation.
The facility is equipped with traditional printing tables
and new generation digital printing machines, as well as
machinery for steaming, washing and drying fabrics.

BUSINESS MODEL

EMME joined the new S2Z platform – Supplier To
Zero34 by ZDHC – and completed the self-assessment
by reaching the Foundational level, which certifies
the implementation of the chemical management
system, through the knowledge and use of the
ZDHC guidelines. In 2022, EMME will continue its
commitment to the implementation of the program, to
achieve the Advanced level.

MRSL parameters

100%
Meets requirements

PRODUCTION VOLUME
COVERED BY WASTE
WATER TEST

84%

Waste water compliance
percentages following tests
that comply with ZDHC
Waste Water Guidelines

Watch the video to learn more about ZDHC's
Roadmap to Zero https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ZoNW6XRh6is
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INVESTMENTS

THE WATER RISK

In 2021, approximately 650,000 euros were invested in
new machinery, plants and equipment with the aim of
increasing efficiency and reducing consumption.

Gentili Mosconi and EMME understand the water risk
caused by climate change, and the environmental impact
of the textile supply chain, and are committed to using
water in a more sustainable way.

To improve the traceability of materials and processes,
a new management system has been introduced that
optimises the management of warehouses and work
orders. The ink-jet printing, steaming and washing
machines feature 4.0 technology and interface directly
with the system, providing information on the progress
of individual production batches. Furthermore, water
consumption by production process has been added to
the electricity consumption detection system already in
place, providing greater insight.
INVESTIMENTS 2021

€ 653,922

Machinery

€ 436,601

Plants

€ 40,655

Equipment

€ 31,834

Software

€ 90,952
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and the company has made modifications in these areas
with the replacement of washing and steaming.
During 2022, the company will evaluate how
performance can be improved further by replacing
machinery.

The “Water Conservation” project, started in 2021, aims
to measure the impact of production and develop an
action plan to improve processes and reduce water
consumption (m3 of water / metre of material produced).

The water risk filter evaluates the water risk based on:
1 . quality of waste water;
2 . quantity of water;
3 . impact on biodiversity;
4 . reputation risk in the event of an accident;
5 . risk related to legislative compliance.

T h e tex ti l e i n du stry
u ses ap p ro x i matel y 9 3
bi l l i o n cu bi c metres
o f water every y ear,
f ro m th e cu l ti vati o n o r
p ro du cti o n o f th e f i bre
to th e f i n i sh ed p ro du ct .

The analysis highlighted an average risk, of which the
reputational risk is the most evident.

E L L E N M A C A RT H U R

2.48

Overall Risk

2.33 Physical Risk
1 .97

Regulatory Risk

3.33 Reputational Risk

FOUNDATION

EMME calculated its own water risk using WWF's Water
Risk Filter https://waterriskfilter.org/ and assessed its
ability to manage processes by measuring and monitoring
water use. The analysis showed the highest impact
processes involved washing fabrics and steam generation,
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EMME has always been committed to handing down the
culture of the Como textile tradition to new generations.
In collaboration with local schools, such as Cometa,28
the company offers internships, with the aim of some of
these internships becoming future employees.
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METHODOLOGY

OUR COMPANY

BUSINESS MODEL

MATERIAL ISSUES

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

Quality and
innovation

Improve the quality of
products and services offered
to the customer

Governance

Adoption of efficient company
governance tools

The material issues relating to intellectual capital are
quality, innovation and governance.
Gentili Mosconi is committed to:
• Increasing its value and prestige, developing innovative
solutions, distinctively ‘Made in Italy’, and guaranteeing
the highest quality of the products and services offered.
• Assessing the quality of incoming and outgoing goods
is a priority, along with identifying the products and
processes with a lower environmental impact and clear
traceability and transparency throughout the supply
chain.
• Improving governance, adhering to the internal code
of ethics and adopting efficient management tools with
clear objectives, roles and responsibilities are also key
focuses.
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• Assessment of the quality of incoming and outgoing goods
• Search for products and processes with a lower
environmental impact
• Define a system of traceability and transparency for the
supply chain
• Establish goals, define roles and responsibilities

LETTER TO OUR STAKEHOLDERS

METHODOLOGY

CODE OF ETHICS
The rules in the company’s Code of Ethics apply to
all that work for or with the company, internally
and externally. All employees are required to know
and understand the Code, to contribute to its
implementation and to report any shortcomings.
REPUTATION
Gentili Mosconi is committed to:
• Conducting its business in compliance with
legislation;
• Recognising equal rights;
• Adopting principles of fairness, competition and
transparency;
• Safeguarding the surrounding environment and
contributing to the sustainable development of the
area with the rights of future generations in mind;
• Ensuring the confidentiality of information;
• Protecting employees at all levels and working to
create a collaborative and non-hostile working
environment;
• Honouring requests for contributions from bodies
and associations that are declared non-profit and
with high cultural, social or charitable value.
All those the Code of Ethics applies to, must undertake
that they will:
• Behave in accordance with the ethics of
responsibility and avoid conflict of interest;
• Operate with diligence, accuracy and
professionalism to provide high quality services.
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SUSTAINABILITY
Gentili Mosconi is committed to:
• Eliminating hazardous chemicals from raw materials
and production processes;
• Reducing electricity consumption and CO2
emissions;
• Tracing raw materials and processes;
• Involving suppliers in sustainability and energysaving activities;
• Complying with current environmental legislation.

THE CAPITALS
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All employees undertake to:
• Respect and adhere to the Code of Ethics;
• Maintain the confidentiality of information and
activities;
• Avoid any activity at odds with their duties or that
could harm the company;
• Use provided IT resources for the sole purpose of
carrying out their employment duties.
RELATIONS WITH CUSTOMERS
Gentili Mosconi is committed to:
• Maintaining levels of quality expected by customers;
• Establishing a relationship characterised by high
professionalism and maximum collaboration;
• Protecting customer privacy.
RELATIONS WITH SUPPLIERS AND
EXTERNAL CONSULTANTS

RELATIONS WITH EMPLOYEES AND
COLLABORATORS
Gentili Mosconi is committed to:
• Guaranteeing equal opportunities in access to
employment without any discrimination and
excluding any form of favouritism or patronage;
• Promoting the professional growth of its people and
recognising their value;
• Protecting the privacy of its employees.

Gentili Mosconi and its suppliers must :
• Work to build a collaborative relationship and
mutual trust;
• Ensure all purchases are made with loyalty, integrity,
confidentiality and diligence by internal staff;
• Fulfil contractual services in accordance with the
principles of fairness, accuracy, diligence and good
faith.
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THE ARCHIVE: HISTORY,
RESEARCH, CREATIVITY
AND INNOVATION
The archive is the soul of Gentili Mosconi, housing
the entire know-how of the company. Francesco
Gentili has undertaken the significant challenge
of reorganising all creative material owned by the
company. Thanks to software dedicated to digital
archiving, it has been possible to scan and associate
each design with one or more keywords, making the
search for material faster, more precise and more
efficient overall.
The archive contains a wealth of material, including
ancient books and drawings on paper and fabric
from all over the world, including:
• 45,000 drawings on paper
• 2,200 designs on fabric
• 830 vintage accessories and items of clothing
• 38,350 digital files created by Gentili Mosconi
• 1,513 ancient books
• 4,350 books from the Gentili Mosconi library
• 2,200 fabrics from the rest of the world (Africa,
Japan and the rest of Asia)

THE ARCHIVE CAN BE SUMMED UP IN ONE WORD, “QUALITY”, AS IT ENCOMPASSES A WIDE CHOICE OF PRESTIGIOUS
HIGH FASHION FABRICS AND MATERIALS.
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QUALITY OF
PROCESSES &
PRODUCTS

Production is generally managed on the basis of a specific request from the
customer, who can choose a proposal from the Gentili Mosconi collections,
or request to design a new item. After verifying technical feasibility, the
purchasing department assigns an identification code to each new item,
through the management system, and then undertakes to guarantee the
procurement of fabrics through the following process:
•
•
•
•
•

REFERENCES & APPENDIX
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Research and selection of fabrics;
Creative development of the collections;
Development of tests and prototypes;
Price definition and issue of customer order confirmation;
Sales office receives order requests and transmits them to the back office, which integrates the
request with commercial information and estimated delivery dates, notifying the customer.

Logistics management and control of outsourced
productions:
Purchase of fabrics:
• Possible first quality control by a specialised control
centre;

• Definition and choice of subcontractors to be
•

involved in the finishing of the products;
The production managers define, organise and
monitor the progress of the productions according to
the expected delivery times.

• Verification of compliance with customers' technical
specifications through textile analysis laboratories;

• Internal quality control or by a specialised control centre;
• Management of the finished product in the warehouse;
• After the quality compliance checks, the clothing fabric is
delivered to the garment manufacturer. In the case of products
for accessories, the fabric is instead sent to the packaging
laboratories and then delivered to the customer, after internal
quality control.
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Delivery to customer.
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STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

Stakeholder
relationships

Development of collaborative
relationships with stakeholders

• Evaluation of internal and external communication
• Define the procedures for stakeholders’ relationship
management
• Communication on sustainability
• Strengthen the relationship with customers

Ethics and reputation

Strengthening of corporate ethical
values and codes of conduct, both
internally and externally

• Finalisation of the Code of Ethics
• Consolidation of company values

Gentili Mosconi strives to develop the company's relational
capital through:
• fostering collaboration between employees and suppliers;
• facilitating the sharing of values, priorities and business
strategies throughout the supply chain, with great
attention to environmental impact, and in particular to
the use of chemicals and the traceability of raw materials;
• Strengthening corporate values and our codes of ethics
and conduct with employees, suppliers and customers.

O F S U P P L I ER S A R E I TA L I A N

90%

of Italian suppliers are from
LO M B A R DY

4%

of Italian suppliers are from
VEN E T O
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98%
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EXTERNAL
COMMUNICATION
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1 1 C U S T O M E R S took part in the survey and shared that

the sustainability priorities for their organisation are:
• Certified materials;
• Recycling and reuse;
• Employee health and well-being;
• Waste management.
Key feedback included:
• Customer priority SDGs are

• All customers interviewed said they would be interested

•
•
•
•
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After publication, the integrated report is emailed to customers,
suppliers and other external stakeholders. Customers and suppliers
are also invited to participate in a feedback survey on the report
and on its material topics.

CUSTOMERS

•

THE CAPITALS

in the development of new, sustainable materials and
solutions for recovery, recycling and reuse by Gentili
Mosconi.
The most interesting certifications are GOTS and RWS,
even if not all the customers interviewed are certified.
Customers said they would be willing to pay a higher
price for certified fabrics.
The need to improve communication and to share
strategies and plans along the entire supply chain was
also identified in the survey.
The main barriers to the green transition would be the
costs and complexities of the supply chain.
Not all customers have set a target for reducing CO2
emissions and water consumption, while most have a
target for reducing energy consumption.

SUPPLIERS
5 THIRD-PARTY PROCESSING SUPPLIERS

participated in the survey and shared their sustainability
priorities are:
• Water consumption;
• Certified materials;
• Traceability;
• CO2 emissions;
• Employee health and well-being;
• Waste management.
Key feedback included:
• There is a need to improve communication and to
share strategies and plans throughout the supply
chain.
• The main barriers to the green transition are costs
and lack of knowledge.
• Some suppliers have set a target of reducing CO2
emissions and water and energy consumption.
• Most suppliers would be interested in developing
circular economy projects.
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#7

Gentili Mosconi
wins the 2nd place
of the Sustainability
Report award among
small and mediumsized enterprises
and the 7th among
all participating
companies for the
FASHION sector.
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The competition, launched by the daily
newspaper, Corriere della Sera, in
collaboration with Bologna Business School
and Aiccon, evaluates and rewards companies
that best describe their non-financial
commitments and performance.
The focus of the award was not the assessment
of the company's ESG performance, but
its ability to produce a clear transparent
report that effectively communicates the
sustainability strategy to all stakeholders.37
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Every year, Fashion Revolution with the Fashion
Transparency Index, measures the transparency of brands.

TRACEABILITY
Effective traceability enables full knowledge
of a product’s characteristics, including
compliance with environmental and social laws
by manufacturing companies, for an informed
purchase choice.
In clothing, it should be possible to assess each
garment through a series of labels describing all
stages of production – from the selection of the
raw material to the arrival in the store – with
an identification system that records the entire
supply chain.38

WHY IS THIS
IMPORTANT?
• Checking compliance with national
regulations and international standards;
• Protection of brand and reputation, and that
of its customers;
• Efficient management of suppliers;
• Effective risk management in relation to the
production chain.
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IN 2 02 1 , TH E AVE R AG E
S CO R E R E S ULTIN G F R O M
TH E A N A LY S IS O F 2 5 0
BR A N DS WA S

23%

RAW MATERIAL SUPPLIERS
ASSESSED

23%
41 %

( T H E S A M E A S 2 02 0, W I T H N O I M P R O VE M E N T R EC O R D ED ) , W HILE
T H E AVER AG E S C O R E F O R T R AC E A B I L I T Y WA S 1 9% . T H I S D ATA
D EM O N S T R AT ES T H E M A N Y G A P S I N T H E FA S H I O N I N D U S T R Y ’ S
P R O C E S S ES .

46%
raw material suppliers
assessed
High rating

36%

Medium rating
Low rating

The traceability of internal processes, and the monitoring of the
supply chain overall, are a priority for Gentili Mosconi, which
undertakes to carefully evaluate all suppliers of fabrics and
processes.
The company has recently developed an internal traceability
policy for individual products, revising the codes to ensure the
identification of certified, non-certified and / or downgraded
items. To trace the origin of the fabrics and yarns used, suppliers
are required to fill in special traceability forms.
Gentili Mosconi is able to trace its production with reference to
the batch produced, and has also obtained the Basic level of Trace
4sustainability, which applies to its suppliers already traced with
Chem 4sustainability.
50% of the supply chain has been assessed according to the
traceability criteria, 10% of these suppliers are suppliers of raw
materials and 90% are suppliers of textile finishing processes. In
the graph we indicate the traceability ratings (low-medium-high)
achieved by the suppliers verified through questionnaires.

PROCESS SUPPLIERS ASSESSED
7%
36%

88%
57%

process suppliers assessed

High rating
Medium rating
Low rating
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CHEMICAL RISK MANAGEMENT
The company follows the 4sustainability® CHEM
protocol for eliminating toxic and harmful chemicals,
in line with the ZDHC methodology, recognised by the
main brands in the sector. Suppliers are invited to sign
a commitment to the elimination program of hazardous
chemicals, and they are mapped and evaluated in the
management system based on:
• Processes carried out;
• Traceability;
• Raw materials;
• Chemicals;
• Health and safety of personnel;
• Use of energy resources;
• Waste recycling and disposal practices.
At the beginning of the year, Gentili Mosconi
established an internal control plan on raw materials
to verify the conformity of the materials purchased.
The company also asks its subcontractors to: ensure
compliance according to the legal requirements in
force; verify the compliance of chemical products with
the ZDHC protocol; to guarantee the traceability
of batches and to have free access to the ZDHC
Academy39 for training courses.
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Each supplier is assigned a rating based on the
level of compliance with the protocol achieved.
Non-compliant suppliers are supported by the
company to improve their performance. The
protocol provides for the replacement of the
non-compliant supplier, should all attempts to
implement the protocol fail.

OUR SOCIAL COMMITMENT
In 2021, in memory of Paola Gentili, Mr Gentili’s
sister, the family and Gentili Mosconi donated an
electroencephalography machine, used in diagnosing
childhood epilepsy, to the Sant'Anna Hospital in
Como. A new Children's Epileptology Centre will
be opened as a result of this donation. Prior to the
donation, young patients needed to travel to Varese
to receive adequate treatment due to the lack of
equipment in Como.
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STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

Raw materials

Attention to the reduction of
environmental impacts and to the
conservation of production inputs

Natural resources

Development of process and
product solutions in line with the
principles of circular economy

• Energy
• Water
• CO2

Circular economy

Development of collaborative
relationships with stakeholders

Define and implement a circular
economy strategy

The material issues relating to environmental capital
are raw materials, the use of natural resources and the
circular economy. The company is committed to:
• Encouraging the supply of raw materials that comply
with environmental and social sustainability criteria;
• Considering the environmental impact of company
activities from the design stage of the samples;
• Ensuring the legislative compliance of its activities
and those of its suppliers;
• Reducing the risks associated with the use of chemicals harmful to humans and the environment
throughout the production chain, in accordance
with the MRSL ZDHC (Manufacturing Restricted
Substances List);
• Prioritising opportunities to save natural and energy
resources, and supporting the circular economy.

OBJECTIVES

• Raw material suppliers sustainability rating
• Code of conduct for corporate suppliers

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF
THE TEXTILE SUPPLY CHAIN
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CHEMICAL
PRODUCTS

CO2
EMISSION

WATER
CONSUMPTION
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CHEMICAL MANAGEMENT




Gentili Mosconi has undertaken an analysis of its production cycles, with the aim of
progressively eliminating the presence of dangerous chemicals in processes and fabrics.




                 



The company follows the 4sustainability Chem protocol which requires:




• Mapping of the supply chain, with the identification of chemical risk categories;
• Creation of its own PRSL (Product Restricted Substances List), indicating the
presence of chemical substances in the finished product;
• Adoption of the MRSL ZDHC (Manufacturing Restricted Substances List), to be
shared with suppliers;
• Training of all personnel involved;
• Collection of information in management systems to ensure traceability;
• Creation of a statistical sampling and control plan through analysis of the risk
assessment;
• Use of productive and organisational choices, functional to saving natural and
energy resources, involving the production chain towards a more sustainable
common path;
• Employment of management techniques and tools aimed at continuous
improvement;
• Development of corporate strategies that consider sustainability as a value to be
integrated in every area, in collaboration with internal and external stakeholders.
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Gentili Mosconi has reached the ADVANCED implementation
level and the results obtained can be viewed at this link
https://www.4sustainability.it/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/4s_
Report-Abstract_CHEM_v4.2_Gentili-Mosconi.pdf
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CIRCULAR ECONOMY
In 2021, Gentili Mosconi joined the interregional
project (Como-Lecco-Ticino) Smart26, born from the
collaboration between the Como-Lecco Chamber of
Commerce, SUPSI (University of Applied Sciences of
Italian Switzerland), the Industrial Union of Como,
Bocconi University, and SQS (Swiss Association for
the Certification of Quality Systems). Through the
investment received, the company has developed,
with Green Bocconi,40 a project for measuring
corporate circularity and identifying opportunities for
improvement.
From the analysis carried out, the company’s
performance was rated 27%, which identifies the
company as "concerned", meaning it is on its journey
to circularity and will continue to adopt more and
more "conscious" choices. Gentili Mosconi's corporate
performance is one percentage point higher than the
national average.
Waste management and design are the phases in which
the company achieves the best performance compared
to the national average, followed by procurement
and production. The ‘use’ phase appears to have the
greatest room for improvement.
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PERFORMANCE BY PHASE

GENERAL PERFORMANCE

PROCUREMENT

40

50

60

30
20

10

Concerned

70

PRODUCTION

80

Proactyvist

Beginner

DESIGN

RECYCLE

Circular

90		

100

COMPARISON WITH

DISTRIBUTION

WASTE
MANAGEMENT
COLLECTION

USE

Gentili Mosconi
S.p.A.

Average
Italy

Difference

PROCUREMENT

2 6%

19 %

7%

DESIGN

33%

22%

11%

PRODUCTION

2 5%

2 1%

4%

DISTRIBUTION

36%

31%

5%

USE

0%

34%

- 34%

WA S T E M A N A G E M E N T

43%

28%

15%

GENERAL PERFORMANCE

27%

2 6%

1%

AVERAGE PERFORMANCE
OF ITALIAN COMPANIES

The table summarises the identified improvement opportunities.
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CERTIFICATIONS
6 % OF RAW MATERIAL S PURCH ASED ARE
G O T S AN D GSR CERTIF IED
In order to guarantee the quality of raw materials,
their traceability, environmental impact and
respect for the rights of workers involved in the
textile supply chain, Gentili Mosconi is committed
to increase the use of certified raw materials.
The main certifications are GOTS, GRS and FSC.
The company also completed the Better Cotton
Initiative training programme and has access to the
Better Cotton Platform.41
S US TAI N A B L E FA B RI CS

BCI
GO T S
O RGANI C
C O TTON

FSC
VI SCOS E

GOTS
O RGANI C
S IL K

FSC
ACETAT E

BCI
S U S TAIN ABL E
COT T ON

BUSINESS MODEL

GRS
R E CYCL E D
POLYE S T E R

GRS
R E CYCL E D
N YLON
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GLOBAL RECY CLED
S TAN DARD

Gentili Mosconi is certified to sell fabrics and accessories made of
organic cotton and silk

Gentili Mosconi is certified to sell finished fabrics and accessories in
recycled polyester

GOTS is recognised as the most important international standard
for the sustainable production of clothing and textiles made with
natural fibres from organic farming.

GRS is recognised as the most important international standard for
the sustainable production of garments and textile products made
with recycled materials.

It is promoted by leading international organisations to ensure
responsible and sustainable development in the textile sector.

It guarantees that the products contain at least 20% pre-consumer
and post-consumer recycled material, and that the manufacturing
activities and processes use management models and procedures that
comply with established requirements.

It guarantees that products contain at least 70% natural fibres
from organic farming; that manufacturers comply with all GOTS
standards; and that any chemicals used are verified and approved
against stringent criteria.

FOR EST ST EWAR DSH IP C OUNC IL

GRS
CU PR O
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OUR COMPANY

Gentili Mosconi is certified to sell sustainable viscose and acetate
fabrics
The Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC) is an international, nonprofit, non-governmental organisation, founded in 1993, managing
certification and chain of custody requirements for forest materials.
The standard guarantees that products of forest origin, including
viscose derived from cellulose, come from forests managed in a
responsible manner. That means respecting the environment, the
rights of workers and local populations in economically sustainable
practices.

BCI

BETTER COTTON IN ITIATIV E

BCI is a not-profit organisation founded in 2005 by a consortium
of non-governmental organisations and businesses, which has
devised a global standard for more sustainable cotton cultivation.
Through targeted training aimed at farmers, BCI has managed to
achieve a drastic reduction in water consumption and the use of
pesticides, alongside an increase in crop volume.
The cultivation of BCI cotton takes place separately from
conventional cotton. After harvesting and ginning, BCI bales are
produced and then mixed with conventional cotton. The bales can
then be traced virtually through the BCI Platform which calculates
the mass balance along the production chain and supply. Gentili
Mosconi is authorised to operate on the BCI Platform for Better
Cotton Initiative for the customers requesting it.
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SUSTAINABLE FIBRES
E C O N Y L ® ECONYL® is a regenerated nylon
thread, created from the recovery of nylon waste,
such as fishing nets. ECONYL® regenerated nylon
has the same characteristics as nylon that comes
from fossil sources, with no difference in quality
or performance. Furthermore, ECONYL® can be
recycled indefinitely.42
E C O V E R O ™ is an environmentally friendly
viscose. It is derived from certified renewable
wood sources with an impact on water and CO2
emissions of up to 50% less than conventional
viscose, helping to combat climate change.43
T E N C E L ™ is a registered trademark of the
Lenzing company, which certifies the production
of Lyocell and Modal textile fibres. These two
artificial fabrics of natural origin are extracted
from Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certified
Eucalyptus and Beech plants respectively.44
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UPCYCLING NEVER ENDING
project and collaboration with QUID

Until a few years ago, a widespread practice for
many luxury brands was for unsold items to either
languish in warehouses, be returned to brands at a
lower price, or in some cases, be destroyed.
The Never Ending project mainly focuses on the
upcycling of collection waste, end-of-production
fabrics or otherwise unused fabrics and accessories.
Combining the desire to continue to give value
to our creations with the opportunity to offer
safe work to vulnerable people, we have started a
collaboration with the social enterprise Quid.3
In 2014, Quid created an innovative business model
combining creativity, social inclusion, ethics and
sustainability, with the creation of a packaging
laboratory offering opportunities to disadvantaged
people, mainly women, who are further supported
in social reintegration.
From 2021, second choice scarves will be used to
create new accessories, such as clutches, shoulder
bags and tops, made by Quid.
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The non-branded collection scraps will be
used to create a series of puppets inspired by
the world of nature. Other waste fabrics are
donated to the students of the Accademia
Moda di Roma for their projects.

2,100 HOURS

180 KG

WORKED BY QU ID
S TAFF FOR THE
REALIS ATION OF THE
PU PPETS .

OF WAS TE FABRIC
U S ED.
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GREEN ENERGY
In 2011 Gentili Mosconi installed two photovoltaic solar power systems
at its headquarters in Via Tevere 7/9, with a nominal power of 46.92 Kwh
and 66.24 Kwh respectively, connected in parallel with the local electricity
grid. Annual consumption of methane gas at this facility was 13,125 Kwh.
At its headquarters in via Arno 7, thermal energy, for heating and hot
water, is produced by two units: one with a geothermal source and the
other traditional with air. The system is equipped with nine geothermal
probes that extract the thermal energy of the subsoil and transfer it to the
heat pump.
Methane gas is not used at this facility.

BUSINESS MODEL
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MEASURE

VIA TEVERE 7/9

VIA ARNO 7

VIA TEVERE 6

VIA PANNILANI

TOTAL

Total consumed

kwh

99,330

197,092

54,216

28,434

379,072

Purchased

kwh

53,193

153,554

54,216

28,434

289,397

Produced from photovoltaic
system and used

kwh

46,137

43,538

-

-

89,675

Renewable energy produced

kwh

89,574

48,571

-

-

138,145

Renewable energy sold to the
public grid

kwh

43,437

5,033

-

-

48,470

Tonnes

47.56

25.79

-

-

73.35

CO2 avoided

Photovoltaic system

S A V I N G 7 3 . 3 5 T O N N E S O F C O 2 I N 2 0 2 1 – the equivalent of a passenger flying between Milan and Paris

736 times in a year

(a route producing 99.5g of
CO2 per passenger).

Calculations based on the conversion factors published by
DEFRA2020 (the UK Government’s conversion factors for use by
UK and international organisations to report on 2020 greenhouse
gas emissions.)
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48,471 KWH of electricity
produced by the
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C O M PA N Y ’ S C A R F L E E T
To facilitate the transition to more sustainable
mobility, in 2021 the company replaced some company
vehicles with hybrid and electric cars.

Eight more new hybrid and electric vehicles
were purchased in 2021.

The company currently has one electric charging station.
In 2022, two further wall boxes and three double socket
columns will be installed at the Gentili Mosconi offices
and two wall boxes at EMME.

TOTAL 2021

GENTI LI MOSCONI’S VEHICL E F L EET

16%

5%

EL ECTRI C

16%
P ETROL

EL E C T R I C

6

VAN S

68%
D I ES EL

36%
HYBRID
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CARS

14%
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WASTE MANAGEMENT
Gentili Mosconi is committed to developing
circularity projects for the recovery and reuse
of textile waste. In 2019 the company started a
collaboration with a company specialising in waste
treatment for:
• Recovery or disposal of paper and cardboard by
sending it to the papermill;
• Sorting of plastic for appropriate recycling;
• Use of fabric waste to produce energy through
the waste-to-energy process;
• Collaborating with Vestisolidale45 for the
collection of used toners, for remanufacturing;
• Supporting VESTI SOLIDALE, an ONLUS
social cooperative, which has been operating as
a non-profit organisation providing personal,
environmental and social services and favouring
job opportunities for disadvantaged people.
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WASTE PRODUCED
FABRIC WASTE (KG)

6,970

PAPER WASTE (KG)

10,561

PLASTIC WASTE (KG)

7,940

TONER WASTE (KG)

247

Any remaining waste is disposed through the
environmental service provider appointed by the
Municipality of Casnate con Bernate.
RECOVERY OF TEXTILE WASTE
FIBRES
In 2021 almost 800 kilos of fabric was sent to a
specialist fibre recovery company. Of this, 41% were
wool or mixed wool fabrics recovered to create new
yarns, 32% were mixed fibre fabrics recovered for the
automotive sector and sound-absorbing panels. 26%
of the fabrics were not recoverable and disposed of
as waste.
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Material theme

Description

Economic growth

Ability to manage economic growth

Quality and innovation

Ability to improve the quality of product and service-offering to the customer

Raw materials

Commitment to purchase raw materials that comply with environmental and social sustainability criteria

Natural resources

Attention to environmental impacts and the conservation of productive inputs

Circular economy

Development of products and solutions in line with the principles of circular economy

Supply chain management

Development of relationships that create shared value along the entire supply chain

Stakeholder relations

Development of collaborative relationships with stakeholders

Ethics and reputation

Reinforcing the company’s ethical values and codes of conduct both internally and externally

People development

Employees’ development and well-being and the ability to attract talent

Corporate governance

Adoption of efficient company governance tools

Consumer preferences

Ability to read the trends of the retail market and turn them into solutions for our customers

Social impact

Commitment of the company to contribute to social welfare

Health and safety

Compliance with regulations on health and safety

Generational change

Commitment to manage the generational shift at both property and employee level

Know-how and creativity

Ability to improve the company’s key success factors

Industry standards

Respect and attention to regulations, standards and industry certifications
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Table 2. E S G I N D I C A T O R S
GRI

Direct economic value generated and distributed (GRI 201-1)

2020

2021

Revenues (A)

€30,415,991

€39,978,401

Economic growth

-29.85%

31.44%

Distributed economic value (B)

€29,569,561

€37,195,249

Operating costs

€23,803,581

€30,557,077

Salaries and benefits

€5,424,657

€5,776,684

Payments to financial institutions

€182,051

-€118,625

Payments to governments

€120,209

€939,646

Investment to the community

€39,063

€40,467

Retained economic value (A-B)

€846,430

€2,783,152

Tax relief

€27,725

€327,905

Subsidies: investment grants, research and development grants.

€224,297

€243,521

Infrastructure investments and financed investments (GRI 203-1)

Significant infrastructure investments

€1,938,500

€653,922

Information on employees and other workers, total number of employees (permanent and temporary)
(GRI 102-8) at 31/12/2021

Total

93

96

Women

68

69

Men

25

27

Total number of employees (permanent and temporary) (GRI 102-8) at 31/12/2021a

Total

5

1

Total number of part-time employees (GRI 102-8) at 31/12/2021

Total

3

2

Total number of permanent employees (GRI 102-8) at 31/12/2021

Total

88

95

Total number of apprentices employees (GRI 102-8) at 31/12/2021

Total

3

3

Number of foreign employees

1

1

Number of managers / women

3

3

Number of managers / men

4

2

Number of office workers / women

49

44

Number of office workers / men

15

17

Number of workers / women

16

17

Number of workers / men

6

7

Average age / women

48.27

47.33

Average age / men

51.37

49.88

Average age manager / total

53

54

Employees with special needs

4

4

Employees over 55 years old

20

12

Diversity of governance bodies and employees (GRI 405-1)
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Youngest employee

21

21

New employee hires (GRI 401-1)

Total

10

16

People who left the company (GRI 401-1)

Total

14

13
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DESCRIPTION

2020

2021

Turnover (employees entrying the company) (GRI 401-1)

Total

10.3%

16.5%

Turnover (employees leaving the company) (GRI 401-1)

Total

14.5%

13.4%

GRI

Accidents at work (GRI 403-9)

%

0.00%

0.00%

Accidents at work (GRI 403-10)

Total

0

0

Total

1,391

664.5

Professional courses (hours)

633

123.0

Mandatory training courses decree 81 (hours)

619

376.0

Sustainability training courses (hours)

139

165.5

Investment in training

€23.179,61

€10,172.50

Average hours of training per year per employee

15

6.9

Proportion of expenditure on local suppliers (GRI 204-1)

%

98,35% of the suppliers are Italian and 90%
come from Lombardy

97.60% of the suppliers are Italian and 90%
come from Lombardy

New suppliers that have been evaluated using environmental criteria (GRI 308-1)

%

Out of 240 suppliers, 10 have been valued for
environmental criteria, equal to 32% of the
expenses to new suppliers in 202o.

Out of 235 suppliers, 22 have been valued for
environmental criteria, equal to 44% of the
expenses to new suppliers in 2021.

Requirements for product and service information and labeling (GRI 417-1)

Certifications

Certifications

Certifications

Total electricity consumption KWh

335,029

379,072

Total consumption of electricity from non-renewable sources
(purchased) KWh

251,808

289,397

Total consumption of electricity from renewable sources KWh

83,221

89,675

Renewable energy produced KWh

151,326

138,145

Renewable energy sold to the public grid KWh

68,105

48,470

Waste management

Waste management

Waste management

Total weight of non-hazardous waste. Kg of fabric waste

4,820

6,970

Total weight of non-hazardous waste. Kg of paper

11,020

10,561

Total weight of non-hazardous waste. Kg of plastic

5,420

7,940

Hours of training per year (GRI 404-1)

Energy consumption within the organisation (GRI 302-1)

Waste by type and disposal method (GRI 306-2)

Kg of used toners COD. 080318 T
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